THE ACTIVATE PROGRAM
empowering young black entrepreneurs

FALL 2022 COHORT

ADA MICHAELS SHAPIRO
McCORMICK ’24
PROJECT: COLOR CODED
Color Coded is an interactive educational tool used to mitigate race-based biases in healthcare.

LUTGARDIS INEZA UKANGUTSE
McCORMICK ’24
PROJECT: STUTOPIA
Stutopia is a platform where students find study buddies within their classes on their respective campuses.

FORTUNÉ EMMANUEL-KING
McCORMICK ’23
PROJECT: LENA
Lena provides a learning Management system to optimize the learning and teaching process at African institutions.

TYLER NANOFF
McCORMICK ’23
PROJECT: BUDDYBOT
A kid-focused builder kit that allows kids to learn how to build a quadruped robot and code its movements with relative ease.

IPHIGENIE BERA
McCORMICK ’24
PROJECT: LINK-LOCKER
Link-locker is an automatic digital platform that bookmarks links, classifies them, and provides better search filters such as date, category, frequency, and importance.

YESUTO SHAW
KELLOGG ’23
PROJECT: OPTO
Opto is a personal financial management tool designed specifically for the needs of MBA and other graduate students.

KATHRYN HOFFMANN
SoC ’23
PROJECT: TREEIFY
Treeify is a hardware + software duo designed to provide individual people with the means to combat carbon pollution by planting trees.

To learn more about Activate, visit: thegarage.nu/activate